WestRock
We study packaging because it matters —
to brand owners, retailers and consumers.
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Packaging is more important than ever to consumers, and packaging professionals have areas to improve.

66%

of packaging professionals
86% believe consumers would
purchase a product because
of visually appealing
packaging.

of packaging professionals

66% believe they are currently

of consumers

of consumers have
tried something new
because of the
packaging

50% have done so

making a strong effort to
improve packaging to meet
consumer need.

In fact, 78%
of consumers said it
is more important to
focus on features that
make using products
easier.

of consumers

14% agree

Whatinsights
this means:
& Packaging
Professionals
differed on what was important
Consumer
driveConsumers
brand owner
and retailer
success.

Beverage and takeout meals best
and worst of packaging satisfaction

Functional features drive
consumer satisfaction

60%

of consumers will
repeat purchase
because of packaging
functionality

38%

of consumers will
repeat purchase
because of packaging
appearance

Packaging is key to loyalty

35%
69%

of consumers have switched
brands because of new
packaging

49%
Packaging impacts e-commerce

Safety remains a top area of concern

81%

of consumers say that
product safety is important
to their satisfaction

60%

of packaging professionals
say it is more important to
design for online purchases
than in store

& Packaging
Professionals
differed better
on whatbusiness
was important
What professionals
this means: Consumers
Packaging
can use consumer
insights
to generate
outcomes.

Key takeaways:
of consumers believe that with
% new trends and innovations,
brands are headed in the right
direction when it comes to
developing future packaging that meets
consumers’ needs.
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Balance innovations between functional and aesthetic features
Focus on safety and sustainability of packaging
Build packaging strategies to increase brand awareness and loyalty

